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CHAMBERS NEWSLETTER No. 7 February 

2019 

 

Confidentiality: You are gently reminded that the contents of these Newsletters which are not in the 
public domain should be regarded as confidential.  

 

Member’s News 

Our congratulations to Sara Lawson QC on her appointment as SFO’s new General Counsel. Sara 
will be stopping work at the end of this month and starting in her new role on 1 May 2019, not 1 
April as previously reported. She will be in Chambers until then. 

Joanna Hardy’s blog has hit the mainstream media and generated much needed debate on the 
sexist attitudes which still seem to persist in the minds of some barristers (see Website News). 

Red Lion Lecture Series 

The first of the Red Lion lecture series took place last night at Bush House, King’s College and was 
very well received. Our thanks to the BDMC for organising such a successful opening event. About 
20 members of Chambers managed to attend. It is imperative if we are to fully utilise these events 
that members of Chambers DO attend. The rest of the years lecture dates will be added to your 
diaries! We look forward to seeing you there. 

Pupils News 

Faye Rolfe a third 6 month pupil started with us on 11 February, please do introduce yourselves 
to her. 

Committee News 

Following Sara’s news, Jane Bewsey QC has kindly agreed to head the Administration Committee 
while retaining her role on Staffing, and Carey Johnston QC will take over as Chair of the Website 
Committee.  

Kate Bex QC has kindly agreed to chair the ETC Advocacy Committee.  

The Homicide, General Crime and Sex and Trafficking committees are to be merged and become 
the Serious Crimes SMC. This SMC will be chaired by Rosina Cottage QC and Kate Bex QC. 

Lauren Sales and Dan Robinson have kindly agreed to join the Wellbeing Committee chaired by 
Valerie Charbit. 

Chris Paxton QC has kindly agreed to chair a Chelmsford BDMC.  

Mentoring expanded 

We have had a positive response to our request for mentor volunteers and have decided to 
expand it to cover bereavement, divorce or break up, and financial difficulties as well as family 
and/or childcare responsibilities. Those who have worked through such difficulties in the past, or 
are simply willing to help are asked to volunteer. We need more senior juniors – 15 years call and 
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above. If you would like to volunteer, please email your interest to HoC@18rlc.co.uk. Suitable 
training will be provided. 

Wellbeing Policy 

A Wellbeing Policy has been drafted which will be distributed shortly. Our thanks to Valerie and 
Lauren. 

NOTE: Work Disruption and Sorting out Your Papers!  

The asbestos identified in the radiator covers at 18RLC has to be removed before it deteriorates 
and becomes a hazard. Each cover will be sealed off in a “tent” before the work starts on it. All 
furniture and papers have to be moved to a distance of 10-12 feet away. Some areas of Chambers 
will be sealed off. We currently understand that the top floor and basement will remain free to 
use throughout the process. It is hoped that the work will be undertaken over the long Easter 
break. All conferences will have to be cancelled while rooms are out of action.  

To minimise disruption and to assist, please start tidying your desks, clearing old papers and 
tidying your cupboards and shelves NOW. Remove all unwanted and unnecessary material. You 
will be kept informed of developments.  

A test run will take place in the rear conference room on Monday 4 March. We will circulate a 
proposed schedule of works as soon as possible thereafter.  

London Legal Walk – no Red Lion costumes required (unless you insist.) 

We usually field a Chambers team for the London Legal Walk which will take place this year on 
Monday June 17. The target is for each walker to raise £75.00 or more in donations for various 
London causes. A typical route is RCJ to the Serpentine and back. Please contact Mark Bennett. 
111 days to go! Those who do not go will be asked to support the walkers!  

Nag Lines 

Practising Certificates (Deadline 31 March) See CN No. 4 for assistance and details. 

Snaresbrook PTPH monitoring by the CPS will continue until the end of March.  

Website Photographs: sitting available in Chambers on March 11. (For policy see CN No.6) 

Forthcoming Events & Dates for your Diary 

Thurs 28 Feb 17:30 – 18:30  Room 12 Tips and Tricks seminar Legal 500 getting ranked 

Tues 5 March 17:30 -19:00   CBA Old Bailey lecture: Prosecution Fees  

Mon 11 March All day   Silks called. Chambers photographer available for website  

Wed 10 April  18:00 -21:00  Red Lion Chambers Lecture Series – No. 2. 

   ‘Draining the Swamp’ UWOs JFQC and Jasvinder Nakhwal, Peters 
& Peters  

Friday 21 June  18:30  Chambers Silks Party – Stationers Hall 

 

Tony Shaw QC and Gillian Jones QC. 

http://www.londonlegalsupporttrust.org.uk/our-events/london-legal-walk-2019/
http://www.londonlegalsupporttrust.org.uk/our-events/london-legal-walk-2019/whywewalk/
http://www.londonlegalsupporttrust.org.uk/our-events/london-legal-walk-2019/whywewalk/

